Bambuser terminates liquidity guarantee

Bambuser AB has terminated its liquidity guarantee from Mangold Fondkommission AB regarding trading in the share.

As of today, May 7, 2020, Bambuser AB has terminated the agreement entered into on March 6, 2019 with Mangold Fondkommission AB on the liquidity guarantee for the company’s share. The purpose of the liquidity guarantee was to promote the liquidity of the stock and reduce its volatility and thereby facilitate the share trading. The liquidity of the share is judged to be good and thus the liquidity guarantee is no longer considered necessary. Mangold Fondkommission AB will continue as liquidity guarantor during the notice period until November 6, 2020.
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Bambuser was founded in 2007 as the world’s first company with a platform for interactive mobile live video broadcasting and is a leading supplier in the live video segment. In 2019, Bambuser introduced Live Video Shopping, which enables live shopping directly on the brand’s website. Bambuser is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market and is headquartered in Stockholm.